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You always got to be prepared but you never know for what.
Bob Dylan1
The American tradition of liberal arts education assumes that choosing to
become an educated person means choosing to become a responsible person––a
person capable of engaging in thoughtful reﬂection and, in turn, acting with
empathy and compassion and making informed moral/ethical judgments and
choices. In other words, neither education nor knowledge is value free, and
therefore the educational connection between thought and action must be an
intentional one. It is our argument that we need to take on the challenge of
applying these pedagogical assumptions to off-campus study.
This isn’t about particular off-campus study programs, per se, but about
how we at liberal arts colleges make manifest, through on-campus advising
and administrative practices and policy, the educational role of off-campus
study. Our conviction is that we should act as educators2 to challenge students
to develop as individuals who can understand their own limitations, their own
particular socio-political, economic, historical and cultural embeddedness,
and who have tools of critical reﬂection with which to make the moral/ethical
judgments and choices that are the imperatives of a liberal arts education.
A little knowledge is a dangerous thing …

Mission statements for off-campus study units usually ascribe only the
most generalized educational value to the experience, more often than not failing to suggest any purposeful relationship between those experiences and the
pedagogical goals that inform the broader educational project at liberal arts
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institutions. These statements tend instead to highlight the beneﬁts of offcampus study solely in terms of the “new perspectives” it supposedly adds to
the student’s experience of the curriculum. The underlying ideological assumption holds two premises: ﬁrst, that the movement of students to and from the
United States helps to bridge cultural differences and second, that it inspires
global perspectives and competencies among students.
While it is hard to disagree with the ﬁrst assertion, the second is profoundly troubling. The drumbeat of propaganda regarding the need to move
Americans abroad in order to instill the competencies necessary for success in a
global marketplace has had the effect (much as the A Nation at Risk report had
on primary and secondary education) of precipitating a complex set of issues
down to a simple formula. Education abroad professionals too often assume
that mastery of cultural knowledge and an appreciation of difference will serve
to make a measurable difference in how American college students view the
world and take their place in it (and, ostensibly, help guarantee the long-term
economic success of the United States).
In contrast, the liberal arts tradition argues that the transformation of the
individual lies in the pursuit of, considered engagement, and, in turn, action
with a newly informed moral and ethical imperative. This certainly includes
the aims that Karen Jenkins, former president of Brethren Colleges Abroad,
ascribed to teaching for “global competence:”
...to equip each student, regardless of whether he or she has studied
abroad, with an ability to grasp concepts that shape our world; to view
issues and solutions from the perspective of a person with a different
culture, language, and history; and to see how each citizen’s choices
affect others around the corner and across the globe.3
However, a liberal arts framework is not premised solely on the accumulation of information. It demands that students also question the efﬁcacy of such
knowledge, even if gained through ﬁrst-hand experience. As Nadinne Cruz,
former director of the Haas Center for Public Service at Stanford University,
wrote over ﬁfteen years ago:
Even carefully crafted guidelines for [the practice of experiential
learning] can do damage if they are not placed in the context of
social realities, namely different and competing interests as well as
outright conﬂict, based on, for example, class, race, gender, and even
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nationality. We simply cannot gloss over, without cost to us, concrete
conﬂict situations and experiences that make difﬁcult the application
of concepts such as [experiential learning].4
Addressing his ﬁrst convocation as President of Lawrence University, Richard Warch offered a vision of the liberal arts that sought both to validate the
goal of assisting students in their intellectual development and, more importantly, to delineate the moral and ethical context within which that intellectual activity ultimately ﬁnds its meaning and purpose.
[Lawrence] university takes as its motto the dying words of Goethe,
“Light, Light, More Light!”…an appropriate claim for a college
devoted to liberal learning in the arts and sciences.
[Miguel] Unamuno begs to differ. In the concluding pages of the
Spanish philosopher’s work Tragic Sense of Life, he wrote: “Light, light,
more light! they tell the dying Goethe cried. No, warmth, warmth,
more warmth, for we die of cold and not of darkness. It is not the
night kills, but the frost.”5
In the context of the cultural malaise of the late seventies, Warch’s point was
to admonish his colleagues and the students by reminding them that breadth
and depth of knowledge are necessary but not sufﬁcient to becoming a liberally
educated person. This educational project is realized only when students grasp
the intentional relationship that must exist between thinking and acting.
Action without purpose is merely activity. To devote ourselves simply
and solely to receiving light, without the accompanying intention to
radiate warmth is to sterilize the mission and to deny the tradition of
the university.6
It is our argument that we ﬁnd ourselves in a similar moment with regard
to off-campus study in the context of liberal arts institutions. We believe that
the educational goals associated with off-campus study are too often concerned
solely with “receiving light” (i.e. consuming knowledge), wherein it is supposed that the mere exposure of students to difference somehow imbues them
with the kind of cultural capital appropriate for a liberally educated individual
and necessary for success in a global marketplace.
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Witness, for example, the NAFSA webinar entitled “The Role of International Education in Global Workforce Development” which offered participants
the opportunity to “gain a better understanding of what constitutes a ‘globalready’ graduate and how institutions can better prepare their students to address
the many critical issues challenging our global future.”7 This view of off-campus
study is pervasive, informing how most colleges and universities promote the role
of off-campus study in their degree programs by trumpeting its ability to provide
students with the intercultural competence mandated by globalization.
What exactly is wrong with this picture? Is it not the case that our students, by virtue of their off-campus study experience, are better prepared for
the global marketplace? Maybe, maybe not, but our point is that framing the
rationale for off-campus study solely in these terms misses the point of the
experience as an educational vehicle for the liberal arts. If we assume instead
that the capacity for critical thought and moral/ethical action is the primary
educational end, it is apparent that the growth in students’ analytical capacity associated with the global workforce development model is limited by its
pragmatic utility––focusing exclusively on the ability to acknowledge and
respond to difference in speciﬁc contexts.
This construction turns on an oversimpliﬁed understanding of difference.
We in the education abroad ﬁeld are often so enamored of the explanatory
power of culture that we ignore the inherent conﬂicts and complexity associated with difference in favor of an assumption that mere exposure to culture
teaches about difference.8 A liberal arts framework posits that we should be
equally concerned both with the recognition of difference, which exposure can
impart, and with the ability to interrogate and negotiate the complex array of
socio-political, economic, historical and cultural issues that inform that difference. The educational goal is for students to develop an interrogative habit of
mind (reﬂexivity), one that tackles the continuing challenge of communicating across difference, rather than merely a capacity for reﬂection on demand.
The question of how to impart reﬂexivity among our students is by its very
nature a pedagogical one, and it is our argument that we as educators need to
restructure our campus-based practice accordingly.
W h a t ’s p e d a g o g y g o t t o d o , g o t t o d o w i t h i t ?

The tendency to mistake the accrual of knowledge for the development
of reﬂexivity has led to the ideological reiﬁcation9 of the off-campus advising
process, engendering a professional environment in which off-campus study
advisors too often see themselves as facilitators rather than as educators. This
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has, in turn, led to presenting the advising process to students as one involving
administrative logistics (which we believe includes curricular concerns) rather
than pedagogical concerns.
By choosing to ground our practice in the foundational questions that
inform the liberal arts tradition––“’why,’ ‘for what purpose,’ and ‘toward what
social good’ do we do what we do”10–– we set the stage for an approach to
off-campus study that is rooted in the broader educational mission of the liberal
arts and thereby pedagogical in nature, as opposed to administratively driven
and thereby procedural in nature. Our work should send the message that
off-campus study is a “liberal arts laboratory” through which students confront the complex challenges of engaging difference, the need for reﬂexivity
in response to those challenges, and, ultimately, their agency in that process.
Our charge as educators is to assist students in comprehending that not knowing, that recognizing the world does not revolve around oneself, is critical to
becoming an effective person in the world––a person who is conscious of the
limitations and possibilities of her/his agency in the world. In so doing we transform the off-campus study process from one based on the premise of mastery
to one concerned with “the connectedness among our learning, our doing, and
our being.”11
Adopting a pedagogical frame for our work with students necessitates a
shift from encouraging mastery of a set of cultural knowledges/histories (as
Jenkins describes) to a position where we seek to engage students in the practice of intellectual reﬂexivity. In helping students to see the inherent limitations of any one person’s knowledge or perceptions we are also assisting them
in recognizing the importance of conﬂict and vulnerability in deepening
one’s self-understanding. In the end, it is primarily through the self-effacing
acknowledgement of the profound limitations on our ability to know anything
that we begin to see the necessary relationship between reﬂexive critical thinking (theory) and acting with moral/ethical intentionality (informed praxis).
However, it is our belief that the profound possibilities for negotiating
ambiguity that are present in the process of off-campus study are precisely
what we fail to communicate in our work as educators. We instead offer our
students the possibility of knowing other peoples and societies, which when
combined with the too rarely discussed issue that study abroad students are a
privileged subset of an already privileged group––those that are able to pursue
higher education––serves at best to exacerbate a counterproductive vision of
the nature of liberal learning and at worst to instill a neo-colonialist arrogance
among our students wherein they presume the right to know.
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What is most compelling about bringing the liberal arts lens to bear on
off-campus study advising is the possibility of developing a framework that
strives to facilitate engagement with complexity instead of one that presumes
that off-campus study bestows upon students the capacity to know the world
and/or to fathom precisely what informs another’s actions. In other words,
we are advocating for a pedagogical approach to off-campus study that foregrounds the importance of learning to engage with and respond to questions
rather than seeking certitude. As John J. Degioia, President of Georgetown
University, argued in his inaugural address:
The questions central to us carry powerful tensions and elude ﬁxed,
ﬁnal, deﬁnitive answers. Our work is messy. Our business lies in disorder and conﬂict…when we deny these tensions we deny our reality…paradoxical as this may sound, we are most authentic when these
tensions are most alive.12
It is important to acknowledge here that calling attention to the problematic nature of the learning that takes place on off-campus study programs does
not mean that we are advocating that students adopt a particular ideological
position or political stance.
As students grapple with issues and gain insights into the lives of
those who too often remain voiceless, they inevitably will develop
their own perspectives and politics. Our job is to provide advising and
programming that will assist and inspire them to combine concern
and compassion with critical thinking and analysis.13
The point is to acknowledge the complex relationship that exists between
analyzing and acting, and our role in shaping students’ confrontations with
that challenge.
Do the right thing

Early on in Spike Lee’s Do the Right Thing, Da’ Mayor pulls Mookie aside
to offer him words of wisdom14. The importance of this gesture, and why the
movie derives its title from these words, is that Da’ Mayor is exhorting Mookie
to consider his choices within the context of the broader community, rather
than merely in the context of his own needs and/or desires. The point is not
only that one needs to think through the rightness of the actions one takes,
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but also that one must often analyze and act in the face of profound ambiguity and disagreement. What Da’ Mayor is imparting to Mookie is his wisdom
about the way life works. Mookie will not always know exactly what the “right
thing” is, so the point is to strive for thoughtful engagement — doing the
right thing — rather than only seeking certitude.
After his brief interaction with Da’ Mayor, Mookie sets forth on a day-long
voyage of experiential learning that ultimately results in his decision to throw
the garbage can through the window of Sal’s Pizzeria, thereby inciting a riot.
What infuriated people about Spike Lee’s resolution was that Mookie resorted
to violence, but this draws us away from Lee’s salient point regarding the importance of informed engagement––the necessity of analyzing and doing.15
If we were advising about this experience, how would we prepare Mookie?
In our mind, Da’ Mayor plays the role of educator — he provides Mookie
with an educational framework grounded in the reality of moral and ethical
challenges, but not a promise of certitude. Likewise, we must not present offcampus study as a connect-the-dots experience (a “magical elixir” of cultural
learning), but instead call into question the assumptions that students often
bring to their off-campus experience. (And this does not mean just cultural
or pre-professional assumptions, but the broad range of assumptions about
the nature of difference associated with coming from a privileged setting in a
privileged country.) Our educational responsibility is to undermine the presumption of knowing and to model in our practice an intellectual framework
for moral and ethical engagement in the face of ambiguity.
This process will obviously lead students in varying directions, and we may
not always like the results. We frankly don’t know whether Da’ Mayor approved
of Mookie’s particular choice. While the two of us would love our work to
engender among all students a sincere concern for issues of social and economic
justice, in the end this is neither possible nor is it our sole job as educators.
It would be the height of foolishness to think that all advising interactions
are going to produce profound results, that a single program model will prove
educationally transformative for all students, or that all students will be equally
engaged with the challenge of engaging with difference. Our job is to assume
the role of the pedagogue by confronting students with a terrain of appropriate, open-ended challenges, setting the stage as best we can for their potentially
transformative intellectual and personal engagement with those challenges, and
then repeating this cycle as seems appropriate and constructive.
A critical step in embracing this approach to off-campus study is recognizing that one’s charge is institutional in nature. Much as Da’ Mayor was the
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tender of his community, a person whose daily interactions with his neighbors
were directed toward realizing constructive social relations on his block, it is
critical for us to recognize that our principle responsibility is to the broader
educational mission of the liberal arts––to assist students in their development
as thoughtful, responsible, and socially-engaged individuals.
In essence, off-campus study provides a laboratory setting for the liberal
arts. A liberal arts education provides students with intellectual tools, and
our job as off-campus study educators is to assist students in learning to apply
those tools. International awareness and intercultural competence are often
cited as the primary goals for off-campus study. However, it is our belief that
these are in fact simply a means to the end of the broader goals of the liberal
arts. Our job as off-campus study educators is not merely to instill sensitivities.
It is instead to create fertile ground for students to cultivate an analytical and
increasingly complex understanding of social, economic, and political relationships in the world and their responsibility in those relationships.
So now what?

In the week that we were ﬁnishing writing this essay, the front page of The
New York Times carried a photo of a grieving man clutching a dead body in the
wake of an Islamic Jihad suicide bombing in Tel Aviv (“Suicide Bombing in
Israel Kills 9; Hamas Approves”) and articles describing: the continuing catastrophe of Katrina (“In Attics and Rubble, More Bodies and Questions”), immigrant rallies for civil rights (“Immigrants Rally in Scores of Cities for Legal
Status”) and the conservative backlash against those demonstrations (“Demonstrations on Immigration Harden a Divide”), and the failing Middle East policies of the Bush Administration (“Arab Democracy, a U.S. Goal, Falters”).16
In the face of such widespread inhumanity, tragedy, and blithe incompetence,
it strikes us that the intercultural competencies that we claim to offer through
off-campus study are too often merely palliatives for the privileged. The stakes
of the widespread environmental, social, and economic challenges that the global
and U.S. communities now face and the risks associated with how we educate our
students to engage those stakes are enormous. Thus we cannot allow the discourse
that informs our practice to rest easily in its self-congratulatory assumptions of
increasing the intercultural and/or global awareness and sensitivity of this generation of college-educated Americans. As Colonel H.R. McMaster, who has a doctorate in history, offered when describing the Army’s experience in the ﬁrst years
of the Iraq War and his regiment’s recent efforts to address the social, political, and
recent military turmoil in Tal Afar, Iraq:
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When we ﬁrst got here, we made a lot of mistakes. We were like a
blind man, trying to do the right thing but breaking a lot of things….
It is so damn complex. If you ever think you have the solution to this,
you’re wrong, and you’re dangerous. You have to keep listening and
thinking and being critical and self-critical.17
Such analytical capacities and personal engagement must be engendered
not only among our students, but also among ourselves as educators in the ﬁeld. We
have for too long failed in our practice to address the complex and messy sociopolitical and economic discourses that inform the world in which we work,
which has in turn allowed our students to go forth with the naïve assumption
that the world is a benign place whose only complexity stems from cultural
miscommunication or the like. We must recognize that there are very real dangers inherent in the intercultural communication and personal development
discourses used by off-campus study professionals and cease casually consuming and reproducing for our students those facile promises of fulﬁllment.
This essay has grown out of work we have done, principally though colloquia, to engender a critical conversation concerning educational practice in
the ﬁeld of off-campus study, particularly among administrators and advisors
at liberal arts colleges and universities. It is our sincere hope that by sharing
the discourse of critique we’ve developed over the last half decade that we can
focus the energy of our many valued colleagues on two fundamental issues: 1)
how the processes of constructing knowledge and power frame local and global
discourses and, in turn, the terrain of our ﬁeld, and 2) the crucial role that
pedagogical imperatives must play in shaping our efforts to engage students
with those processes. Thus we choose to end our essay with no answers at hand,
but only the possibility for more questions, debate, and continuing revision of
educational practice. But then, that’s the point.
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